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PUBLIC TRANSPORT
By foot from Central Station (<10 minutes)
Huize Molenaar is a ten minute walk from the Central Station. At the station follow the signs 'Centrum'.
After about 100 meters turn right at the ABN-AMRO Bank, you maintain 'HC-uitgang Moreelsepark'. At
the end of the traverse you get to the escalators. At the bottom of the escalator, turn left and at the traffic
lights cross over. Go straight to the Mariaplaats and continue, when you cannot go further, to the right.
After 50 meters, take the first left (the Zadelstraat) towards Dom Tower. Pass under the Dom Tower and
turn right at the Domplein. You will pass the Academy Building on your left, then you will pass two side
streets on your right and left (called the Wed and the Trans), Huize Molenaar will be the property with
the dark shutters at number 6 on your left hand side.
By bus from the Central Station (< 10 minutes)
At the station take bus 2/22 "Museum Lijn". The nearest stop is "Hamburgerstraat", located 50 meters
from Huize Molenaar. For a beautiful view of the Domplein, get off a stop earlier at the Cathedral Square
stop, located about 150 meters from Huize Molenaar.
BY CAR
Most convenient is to park your car in the ‘Springweg’ garage, located at a <5 minute walk from Huize
Molenaar. If you use a navigation system, enter 'Mariaplaats' and from there follow the P-plates.
Below follows a description to Utrecht centre from different directions. Depending on which direction
you are coming from, follow Route A and Route B to the ‘Springweg’ garage. Finally, the walk from the
garage to Huize Molenaar is described.
From Amsterdam (A2):
Take exit 8 towards the city centre (‘Centrum’), Jaarbeurs, Kanaleneiland. At the traffic lights turn left
towards Centrum, Jaarbeurs, Kanaleneiland.
See further description route A.
From Rotterdam and Den Haag (A12):
Take exit Utrecht (West) towards the city centre (‘Centrum’). Follow Ring Utrecht (West), Centrum and
take exit 8 towards Centrum, Jaarbeurs, the Meern. At the traffic lights turn right towards Centrum,
Jaarbeurs.
See further description route A.
From Amsterdam (A1) and Hilversum (A27):
Follow the A27 in the direction of Utrecht and continue at Ring Utrecht Jaarbeurs. Follow Rijnsweerd
AZU. Take the exit Rijnsweerd. At the traffic lights turn left towards Stadion, Lunetten. Then take the exit
Stadion, Centrum. At the traffic lights turn right, direction Centrum.
See further description route B.
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From Arnhem (A12):
Take exit Ring Utrecht, Hilversum, 's Hertogenbosch (exit 16 to 18). Then follow Ring Utrecht (Zuid),
Jaarbeurs, Centrum. Take exit 18, Hoograven Lunetten. At the traffic lights at the roundabout turn right
towards Stadion, Rijnsweerd. Take exit Stadion, Centrum. After the exit, keep left. At the traffic lights turn
left under the viaduct and continue straight towards the city centre (‘Centrum’).
See further description route B.
From Eindhoven and Den Bosch (A2):
Follow the A2 Everdingen. Then follow the A27 towards Utrecht, Hilversum.
Follow directions from Breda (A27).
From Breda (A27):
Follow the A27 and take the exit Ring Utrecht (Zuid), Jaarbeurs, Centrum and then exit Hoograven
Lunetten (exit 18). At the traffic lights at the roundabout turn right towards Stadion, Rijnsweerd. Exit
Stadion, Centrum. After the exit, keep left. At the traffic lights turn left under the viaduct and continue
straight towards Centrum.
See further description route B.
From Amersfoort (A28):
Follow the A28 towards Utrecht, to Rijnsweerd. You follow the direction Centrum, Rijnsweerd. At the
traffic lights turn left towards Stadion, Lunetten. Then take the exit Stadion, Centre. At the traffic lights,
direction Centrum.
See further description route B.
ROUTE A to the ‘Springweg’ garage:
Cross the canal. At the traffic lights continue straight ahead, follow the signs towards Centrum, Jaarbeurs.
Continue in the direction centrum. After the railway bridge turn right towards Station (Railway Station),
Centre. Take the exit Station. At traffic lights turn left (this equates to a wide U-turn, so left twice and
then shortly thereafter (+/- 15m.) turn right. At the end you will follow the road around the bend to the
right. You now see the P-signs that refer to Springweg garage.
ROUTE B to the ‘Springweg’ garage:
Continue straight until the T-junction at traffic lights. Here turn left towards the city centre (‘Centrum’).
At the next traffic lights, follow direction Centrum, Maarssen. You remain following the Catharijnesingel.
At the traffic lights turn right towards Centrum, Maarssen. Continue to follow the Catharijnesingel. After
several traffic lights keep right, direction Station (Railway Station). At the traffic lights turn right and then
continue following the road, follow the curve to the right. Follow the P-signs that refer to Springweg
garage.
By foot from the ‘Springweg’ garage:
From the Springweg garage walk via the “Uitgang Lijnmarkt” via the underpass to the Oudegracht. When
you immediately cross the canal and turn left, you are on 't Wed. Turn right and the first street right again.
You are now at the beginning of the Korte Neude, with your back to the cathedral square. You can find
Huize Molenaar at number 6, the building with the dark shutters on your left hand side.
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